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SATURDAY 

Hatonn present in the Light of Holy 

God, may we be given to serve well. 

May we also be given to serve in 

beauty that the ugliness and darkness 

does not pull us down into discourage- 

ment. 

First, I must respond to Patricia 

regarding the device she refers to as 

the “Rife” machine. Number one--it is 
NOT! Moreover, it carries not enough 

voltage, etc., to be of any value that I 

can determine, whatsoever. However, 

if you can get enough voltage to the 

apparatus--you will kill anyone with a 

pacemaker. Do not touch Eleanor with 

that thing. I find no value in it 

whatsoever and it can cause disruption 

to the pacemaker. That, brothers, is 

the intent--you can only produce low 

frequency pulses from low voltage, 

low amp instruments which end up 

more damaging than anything you can 

do to a body. Even Bedini, who had 

tberight idea, produced far too low a 

frequency--THAT requires a sequence 

of voltage which no one is comfortable 

with which to work. In the 

meanwhile, the dark brotherhood 

would love nothing more than to have 

us kill some of our own people with 

these foolish devices--YOU NEED NO 

DEVICES TO HEAL SELF! NONE! 

Even my beloved Padre’ is still 

punishing himself with that hand for 

some perceived aggression or another-- 

put it away, brother--for penance is not 

of God as you ones perceive it to be. 
When you come into true “belief” (and 

it can work nicely with Ed because 

there is no physical reason that the 

hand continues to give such pain) that 

God can stop the deterioration, and 

then command that the limb be healed- 

-so shall it be--God is only waiting and 

all those devices simply keep avoiding 

the issue at hand (pun intended). 

When ones come into the balance of 

ceasing to “REGRET” that which is 

past and perceiving there is not time to 
finally walk and produce to full extent- 

-the perceptions of loss melt away and 

the void is filled. I can only ask of 

you ones that you set a reasonably 
short penance period on selves for 

your perceived transgressions so that 

you can pay quickly, satisfy self and 

live in peace and beauty in the 

perfection of God. 

Can you understand that nothing much 

changes in the perception at time of 

transition save a momentary lapse in 

that which is created about you on 

your current plane of experience? 

How do I know? One, I have been 
there! Two, I see it before me right 

now and Three, the mind will continue 

its journey hardly interrupted from that 

which was present at the death of the 

body. You have been so lied to 

regarding transition that long ago 

ceased the understanding of continuing 

journey of soul. NOTHING outside 

self will do it! “Things” can only 

contribute to the assurance into the 

mind of assistance and/or cure--but the 

subconscious knows immediately the 

difference in Truth and facade and 

until you can convince the subcon- 

scious mind of a “thing”--you will 

change nothing except, perhaps, the 

symptoms. 

Now, let us analyze, with reason, 

putting aside all preconceived notions. 

We speak not of that which came 

before nor that which will come later-- 

but what is present right now in, say, 

Eleanor and Ed specifically. Ed’s 

hand can heal to perfection for 

physical injury was temporary but 

healing slower due to many factors of 

physical maturing. Often, with 

enslavement of a body part which 
allows no motion due to whatever 

reason, as the body itself matures and 

changes, healing changes--slows and 

often misuses its fuel elements which 
allows for bone spur formation, etc. 

However, until the physical is changed 

and altered--the healing can be 

perfection and return to wholeness. 

Now, let us take in point, Eleanor. 

She has had long-standing problems 

with actual deterioration of the body 

due to outside means as well as 

favoring due to pain. This has caused 

actual physical change along with the 

surgeons who have replaced two 

joints--even though the body would be 

capable of actually rebuilding itself-- 

the mind KNOWS that that body has 

artificial parts and WILL NOT 
regenerate itself--for what would 

do with four hips? The mind knows it 

would be producing a worse situation 

for the being at hand and the mind will 

ALWAYS MOVE AWAY FROM 

PAIN WHICH IT PERCEfVES AS 

PAIN--IF THE PAIN SUPPLANTS A 

NEED--IT WILL THEN CLING TO 

THE PAIN FOR IT HAS BECOME A 

FRIEND AND A TOOL FOR 

PROTECTION OF THE PSYCHE. 

The continuing introduction of one 

foolish “thing” after another only 

reinforces the knowledge of the mind 

that it WON’T WORK and even if you 

brought something which would work, 
the mind is predisposed to allow 

nothing of the kind. 

Therefore, a warm and loving regular 

visitation and *sharing would do far 

more than some piece of man-made 

contraption. So, the “frequency 

change” comes within the mind-- 

negative and painful input are the low 

frequency range and Love moving into 

God-Love produces the frequencies of 

the high range which re-balance in 



perfection and healing. It is all indeed 

complicated but man will not trust of 

“self” and simply offer of self in love 

and friendship and, therefore, clings to 

“things” and “devices” and keeps 

“trying” to “help”--it just doesn’t 

produce lasting healing but rather, 

often causes the body to respond 

negatively in order to not lose the 

comradery of the one with the device. 

Therefore, if the use of a device brings 

some measure of comfort--use it, but if 

the body has been tampered with in 

such manner as to be disrupted by 

electrical/electronic impulse--don’t risk 

it. I suggest leaving the device at the 

door and taking your heart, in love, in 

for a nice sharing of friendship 

meeting and far more will be 

accomplished--for both (all, in fact) 

parties involved. 

Patricia, I am indebted, precious, for 

your inquiry. It is sad that we con- 

tinue to have to learn over and over-- 

WE CANNOT DO “IT” FOR AN- 

OTHER--ONLY STAND BY AND 

OFFER OUR LOVE, UNDER- 

STANDING AND GENTLENESS--IT 

PAYS NOT TO BE THE GREAT 

PSYCHIATRIST, EITHER, FOR 

USUALLY THE “PHYSICIAN AND 

GREAT ADVICE-GIVER” IS 

SICKER THAN THE ONE HE 

TREATS. YOUR OWN MEDICAL 

CIRCLES HAVE A GREAT JEST 

(TRUTH): “A PSYCHIATRIST IS A 

HALF-SANE PERSON TREATING 

A HALF-CRAZY ONE.” SO BE IT. 

Man becomes invalid (get the word 

“invalid”; lack of validity) for two rea- 

sons: loneliness and self disrespect, 

and tyranny through which to control 

another. As children utilize negative 

behavior and tantrums and naughty ac- 

tions, so too, do so-called adults--they 

become sick and throw more subtle 

tantrums and even if attention is nega- 

tive in nature--it DOES WORK TO 

SOME EXTENT. The conscious mind 

can do nothing about it once it be- 

comes a habit and the subconscious 
WILL NOT until the stimulation is re- 

placed by different actions. The supra- 

conscious can but will not until such 

time as the being is whole enough to 
handle the change--so goes the endless 

loop of illness, pain and/or healing. 

When the body becomes weary of the 

game and sees through the subterfuge-- 

the person will change IF the person 

faces and confronts the truth of action. 

. 

How can I say this? Look around and 

you will see persons who have no 

arms, no legs, disfigurement, cancers-- 

all manners of imperfections and yet 

they are not crippled, hardly even 

handicapped. You will keep unto you 

as much pain as is convenient--and 
then you will discard even that. 

Does this ,~~ur that ones intentionally 
suffer? . Does it mean they 
intentionally continue the path? Yes. 

Do they realize that which they do? 

Sometimes--usually NOT and certainly 

will not consciously admit it-- 

especially to the ones they are 

somehow controlling or summoning. 

And yet, it is far more difficult to 

accept loving kindness and gifts of 

self-sharing than it is to be outcast, for 

the mind is somehow punishing the 

body for misperceived violations of 

some sort or another--usually having 
become total habit. 

Usually one who is trained to be 

tended--cannot perceive being qualified 

or capable of tending self--when the 

hurdle of sufficiency is crossed the 

persons become quite content in their 

newly found FREEDOM. 

God will always WAIT to see which it 

will be--self-enslavement or freedom-- 

funny about that character, God. So 

be it. 
r 

Dharma, we are into the middle of 

four massive subjects, are we not? 
And, a dozen waiting so where do we 

go? Right along as if they are all the 

same--for they are! We just keep un- 

folding it and if one writing is 

disconnected from the one just prior-- 

readers will have to back up a section 

or so. Confirmations are flowing 

through so quickly that I hope to get 
on to being able just to funnel the 

confirmations right on through with 

our bulldozer. What we have received 

within the last day regarding The USS 

Liberty, the Russian business 

interchange and rip-off and the failing 

insurance companies is enough to last 

us to shut-down of the planet--so, we 
will just do that which we can and give 

support to the speakers in every 

manner possible. 

I am most pleased to tell you that by 

the middle of June we will have 

backup help for you who wish to or 

already have formed Nevada 

Corporations, etc. It has been difficult 

but we have one in training who can be 

of assistance. I hope that you ones 

will see the merit of this type of busi- 

ness for it really gives the adversary a 

headache trying to getcha’ when his 

own laws protect you. I cannot specu- 

late as to how long that door shall 

remain open but we surely walk 

through open doors as long as we can; 

then, when a door shuts we usually can 

locate another which opens. It is the 

ONLY WAY WE WILL GET 

THROUGH THIS TEDIOUS TIME 
OF TIGHTROPE WALKING. 

I do note that some are writing and 

telling me “wonderful” news--you can 

get incorporated in Delaware so much 

cheaper--NO YOU CANNOT! THE 

DELAWARE LAWS ARE SUCH 

THAT YOU HAVE STATE TAXES 
WHICH PUTS YOU RIGHT ONTO 

THE FEDERAL EXCHANGE 

PROGRAM. NEVADA IS THE 

ONLY STATE WHICH IS NOT 
RECIPROCAL AND AFFORDS 

TOTAL OWNERSHIP PRIVACY. 
Can you get incorporated in Nevada 

for less than through the ones we can 

hook you up with? Probably--but they 

offer you no buffer or in-between 

privacy for officers lists, etc., and if 

they do, it will be more expensive by 

great measure. Further, you must 

know how to follow-on and most do 

not have the ability to gain that 

information without much study and 

very expensive trips to training 

seminars. Our desire is to be able to 

give you that kind of assistance and 

corporate veil protection for some kind 
of nominal fee which allows us to 

function in a “small”, invisible manner 

with brother helping brother in 

network of possibilities--the point is to 

keep all profits moving and in use 

from the eyes of the trailers--for your 

protection, for a half-done job is 

usually worse than no job at all. 

However, if set up properly, you will 

be covered and with, proper 

“corporation” paperwork--you are safe 

and they are unable to pierce that veil 

and you can learn and integrate 

possibilities at leisure. 

I have stopped urging ones to go di- 

rectly to Nevada unless you are already 

totally sophisticated and unless you 

live in Nevada where all information is 

easily attained--because you need more 

and to get more from Nevada is 

basically some $200 to $400 per hour 

for consultatio& if you go that route. 

If you only dig “the hole” you are 

probably going to fall in, be pushed in 

or, or, or. Keep a sturdy plank across 

that hole which will not break under 

observation. We have simply been so 

swamped with the myriads of tasks that 



even our own ones within the family 

are not being properly tutored. They 

are safe but the knowledge level is so 
shallow at present that the perception 

is one of frantic “Oh dod, oh dod, 
what I do now?” Our intent is to get a 

wholly operational business and 

information center going for you just 

as qutckly as possible and one is 
coming directly from a bit of a training 

period and with some intensive input 

we shall be able to build a qualified 

staff in reasonable time. We have 

some attorneys willing to learn the 

ropes and an accountant or two AL- 

MOST willing to stick their neck out. 

When they find it totally secure and 
shielded--we will gamer that which is 

needed--God is funny that way, also. 

The point is to get the sugar under the 

shed roof before it melts and/or turns 

to rock, and then it can be placed in 

proper shelving in dehumidified rooms 

at leisure. I do feel remiss that I have 
not done more follow-on on the total 

value of even individual corporations-- 

for as set up in Nevada under the full 

laws of the state and nation--the 

benefits are incredible. Will they al- 

ways be that way? Probably not but 

maybe so--the “big boys” have to have 

somewhere to run with their loot and 

their estates--remember, people die and 

everything “left” after the state gets 

through is usually tied up in probate 

until the “rest” is gone--old corpo-ra- 
tions never die; they just get a new 

president and the bank account is not 

even noted. Advantages of such action 

are almost limitless if handled smartly 

and timely. And remember, you ones 

who will be starting a corporation for 

your crochet and/or pet center, or 

“consultation” service (to your own 
kids, perhaps?)--KEEP YOUR 

NAMES OFF THE LABEL. IN 

FACT, IF YOU HAVE A STRONG 

ENEMY--PUT HIS NAME ON THE 

BUILDING AND PAPERWORK-- 

THE GOVERNMENT WILL THEN 

GO AFTER HIM AND YOU ARE 

SAFELY TUCKED AWAY. THE 
POINT IS TO BECOME NON-EGO 

FINDABLE. DO YOU WANT 

SAFETY, SECURITY AND YOUR 

MONEY--OR DO YOU WANT THE 

WORLD TO KNOW YOUR NAME? 

IF IT BE THE LATTER--FORGET 

THE CONTACT WITH US FOR WE 

ARE NOT INTO EGO-TRAINING, 

EXCEPT TO SEPARATE IT FROM 

THE TRUTH OF YOURSELF. 

DONALD TRUMP BLEW IT BY 

PUTTING HIS NAME ON EVERY- 

THING--HOWEVER, YOU CAN’T 

EVEN START TO KNOW HOW 

MUCH THAT CLEVER MAN HAS 
THAT THE PUBLIC DOES NOT 

KNOW ABOUT--AND THE GOV- 

ERNMENT AND HIS ENEMIES 
CAN’T DISCOVER AND IF THEY 

DO--IT CAN’T BE CONFISCATED. 

If we do not become as clever and in- 

telligent as the enemy, we must expect 
to lose. The intent has been to totally 

train the public into attitudes of pro- 

found ignorance so as to know every- 

thing and anything about you and use 
it against you and it has worked. 

If you lose your Constitution, it is over 

no matter what efforts you have made-- 

for you already bear the beast mark 

and you are identified--so, your only 

hope, already, is to cleverly utilize that 

which the adversary sets up for self. 
Can you shelter everything? No--nor 

should you even try for ‘tis better to 

allow a bit of information while the 

rest remains in security. That which 
already is open--such as social 

security, etc., leave alone, even if 

there is tax, for the point is to cover all 

other assets and reduce self to only the 

income known. It simply requires 

intelligence and discernment and 

ABSOLUTELY NO BREAKING OF 

ANY LAWS--NONE! This only 

works because it CAN work within the 

laws--very nicely and very securely--if 

you are willing to do the required 

tending of the new baby. But then, 
why are we here? What is the intent? 

TO BRING ONES BACK INTO 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELF AND 

SELF-ACTION AND GET THE 

LEECHES OFF YOUR BACKS. IN 

THIS WORLD--IF YOU KILL OFF 

THE PARASITES (WHICH WILL 

HAPPEN IF YOU STOP THEIR 

FUEL INTAKE) THEN YOU CAN 

RETURN YOUR PLACE TO BAL- 

ANCE. NO MORE AND NO LESS-- 

IT HAS TO WORK FOR IT IS THE 

UNIVERSAL LAW--THAT THAT 

WHICH IS TRULY INTENDED IS 

THAT WHICH IS REAPED. THE 

LAW OF THE BUREAUROCRACY 
IS: THAT WHICH IS STATED IN 

INTENT PRODUCES THE EXACT 

OPPOSITE. AND THAT, SIRS, IS 

HOW YOU RECOGNIZE THAT 

ALL THEY TELL YOU IS, AT 

BEST, PARTIAL TRUTH IN ANY 

CIRCUMSTANCE. Their intent is to 

enslave you so all thrusts of the mouth 

must be in attempt to allow you to 

“think” FREEDOM--while they act to 

bring you into bondage. It is no 

longer a point of theory--it is THE 

“LAW OF THE BUREAUCRACY”. 
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Dharma, since I have already rambled 

at some length, I think we shall just 

move ahead with the summary I was 
doing on the Banksters for it goes 

along a bit with business and waking 

up to both insult and possibilities. I 

think we were last, some days past, 

speaking of the good old Federal 

Reserve and the power thereof. We 

will just pick up at that point at any 

rate. 

PO- 

Every effort possible has been utilized 

by the Federal Reserve Board to 

conceal its powers, but the truth 

is.. . the Fed has usurped the gov- 

ernment. It controls everything in 

Congress and it controls all your 
foreign relations. It makes and breaks 

governments at will. So it behooves 

you all, if you have even what appears 

to be meager assets--to protect them if 

possible. They have attempted to 

make you into a totally helpless 

welfare state whereby it does not pay 

you to protect selves--well, as I say, 

we can only offer possibilities of ac- 

tion--we do not twist arms nor cram 

anything down throats--people must 

take responsibility. I do, however, 

expect that, if you come within our 

working circles, you come in with 

intent to serve God and not further rip- 

off anyone, nor threaten investigations, 

etc., for privacy is the name of the 
game and if you foolishly wrap your- 

selves into selfishness--you will negate 

the purpose. All is totally legal to the 

finest detail but troublemakers and 

“seekers” of games and foment are 

asked to turn the other way, for we 

have neither time nor inclination to 

play games nor have a business set up 

for selfish, self-centered participants. 

The latter can easily be accomplished 

through this very route and through 

these ones who serve you--but it is 

ungracious to absorb their time when 

you can do it through established 

routes. Look at intent--self-shelter is 

worthy, but pulling your brother down 

in your selfish processing is 

unacceptable for ours is to have 

“business with total integrity, within 

the laws of the land AND WITHIN 
THE LAWS OF GOD”--IT CAN BE 

DONE! ! 
, 

Hopefully, you have the picture and 

understand the mechanics of how the 

Fed works in this criminal money- 

system scam. However, in case we 

still have misunderstanding and lack of 

comprehension, let’s have one more 



objective lesson--especially for you 

new readers who don’t know where to 

go “back” and pick up the information. 

I find that most of our regular readers 

still do not grasp it in full and can use 
the summary. 

REAL LIFE MONOPOLY 

Almost everyone is familiar with the 

game of Monopoly, which has a very 

appropriate name. However, its rules 

are those of a make-believe world. 
But with just a few simple rule changes 

you can make it resemble the real 

economic world far better than you 

would wish from a parlor game: 

First, count all the money available 

(let us example for this scenario--say, 

$8,oq. 

Second, loan, not give, an equal 

amount ($2,000) to each of four 

players. 

Third, instead of each player collecting 

$200 FROM the bank every time he 

passes GO, he PAYS $200 in interest 

to the bank! 

Now you should know who will win 

every game. If not, play it according 

to these rules and find out! But then, 

perhaps you, along with the thousands 

of other Americans every week, have 

already lost the real life game and 
know who the winner is--ALWAYS! 

THE BORROWER IS THE 

SERVANT 

If you learn nothing else from this 

dissertation, learn this: If you are in 

debt, you are not free, you are a bond 

slave. Even if you have no personal 

debt, as a U.S. citizen, your share of 

the National debt is over $20,000 and 

whatever property you think you own 

is pledged to pay that debt. And, the 

government can and will come and 

confiscate everything you thought you 

owned to pay it. As your own 

proclaimed Bible tells you in Proverbs 

22:7, “The borrower is servant to the 

lender. ” 

The manner in which bondslaves were 

to be controlled was put forth in “The 

Bankers Manifest” of 1934 (don’t 

laugh, here it is): 

Capital must protect itself in every 

way, through combination and 

through legislation. Debts must 

be collected and loans and mort- 

gages foreclosed as soon as possi- 

ble. When, through a process of 

law, the common people have lost 

their homes, they will be more 

tractable and more easily governed 
by the strong arm of the law, ap- 

plied by the central power of 

wealth, under control of leading 

financiers. People without homes 
will not quarrel with their leaders. 

This is well known among our 

principal men now engaged in 

forming an imperialism of capital 
to govern the world. By dividing 

the people we can get them to ex- 

pend their energies in fighting 

over questions of no importance to 
us except as teachers of the com- 

mon herd. 

Feel nervous and hot around the 
neckband? I hope so! Did you really 

get the above message? All other 

issues take a back seat and are 

secondary to the question of money! 
You have been divided into a thousand 

different camps ranging from anti- 

Communist to anti-racists and neu- 

tralized by waiting for the rapture, or 

boozing with the boob-tube. What is 

your favorite diversion? That is, if 

you have any time left after working 

more than six months every year for 

the Anti-God I&nksters (AB’s) and 

THEIR “government”. It is a very 

safe bet that you don’t study history, 

or money, which, to re-quote that nice 

Robert Hemphill: 

. ..is the most important subject in- 

telligent persons can investigate and 

reflect upon. It is so important that 

our present civilization may well 

collapse unless it is widely understood 

and the defects remedied very soon. 

BITS OF OMITTED HISTORT 

In order to understand how the AB’s 

acquired their absolute power over the 

nations, it is necessary to understand 

some history which has been omitted 

from your history textbooks dealing 
with this matter--for your history 

books are so devoid of history that we 

have a myriad of subjects which are 

left out and buried under the shroud of 

deceit and lies. Nonetheless, let us 

consider this subject at hand. This 

knowledge is also necessary so that 

you do not repeat it--if you ever get 

the opportunity of control--AGAIN! 

In the beginning, there was no money 

and there was no civilization. Every 

man obtained his own necessities of 

‘, * 

life--food, shelter and clothing, 

through his own efforts in some 

manner or another. This was probably 

the only period in history short of that 
ill-perceived “Eden” that man was 
truly free and independent--and that, 

too, is a dream, isn’t it? However, 

this was a very difficult, dangerous 

and insecure lifestyle at best, what 
with tantalizing apples and deceitful 

ladies of the night and serpents in all 

the trees and nothing but fig leaves to 

cover thine assets, and so forth. Fig 
leaves are most uncomfortable in the 

middle of a windy blizzard or es- 

pecially--sandstorm. 

Eventually, there developed a system 

of exchange of goods and services 

which we can call barter. In that 

economic system every man benefitted 
because he would only trade something 

he had for something that was of 

greater value in some manner to 

himself. For instance, if Jim had ten 
potatoes and Bill had ten fish, they 

could trade five potatoes for five fish 

and each would have a complete meal 

for his family. So there was “light”. 

It was soon realized that, by spe- 

cializing, a man could produce a given 

commodity much more efficiently and 

trade his surplus with other specialists 

to obtain all of his needs. Thus 

everyone who efficiently produced 

something which many people needed 

or wanted could make a very 

comfortable living with “markers” for 

a variety of items in exchange for his 

own production. 

The value that each man placed on his 

own produce was primarily*a function 

of the time he spent to produce it, what 
he spent for raw materials and tools-- 

AND MARKET DEMAND&FOR HIS 

PRODUCT. 

CREATION OF COINAGE 

It was soon realized, however, that 

barter was a very inconvenient system 
and, fun though it might be, consumed 

much time in bargaining over the value 

of commodities. After all, every man 

values everything differently from 

every other man and at different times, 

places and circumstances. 

Eventually, the use of certain durable 

commodities, such as gold and silver, 

became popular as a medium of 

exchange and greatly facilitated trade. 

Civilization began to develop as more 

men became specialists and an 



increasing variety of goods was 
produced for both production (tools) 

and consumption. The use of gold and 

silver bullion as media of exchange, 

although far superior to trading cows 
and corn, was still somewhat difficult, 

because their weight and purity had to 

be determined. Weighing them was 

relatively easy with balance scales but 
determining purity and quality was 

quite difficult. These problems were 

overcome with the introduction of 

“coins”, which were certified by the 

issuing authority to be of the weight 

and purity represented by the 

denomination and purity stamped upon 

them. 

BIRTH OF THE MONSTER 

As wealth increased, one of the trades 

that developed was that of making gold 

jewelry, or goldsmithing. Because 

goldsmiths dealt in large quantities of 

gold, it was necessary for them to have 

secure vaults, or safes, in which to 

store their valuable commodity for 

protection from theft. 

Other people who acquired significant 

amounts of metallic money, especially 

merchants and craftsmen, also required 
security for their money. It soon 

became common practice for them to 

“deposit” their money with the 

goldsmiths for a small fee. In return, 

the goldsmith would give the depositor 

a receipt for the amount of the deposit. 

A depositor could then give his ware- 

house receipt to a supplier in payment 
for goods, rather than transferring the 

metal itself. This method of payment 

was so convenient and simple that it 

soon became common practice. On 

paper an amount was simply 

transferred onto the books of another. 

Thus was born the business of 

banking. So good so far. 

ORIGIN OF USURY (INTEREST1 

The shrewd Babylonian Elite gold- 
smiths soon realized that, of all the 

gold deposited with them, only a small 

percentage was reclaimed each month 

with the warehouse receipts they had 

issued. As wealthy men, they were 

often asked for loans. As shrewd men, 

they were soon lending out as much as 

90% of the gold placed on deposit with 

them, typically requiring that four 

talents of gold be returned to them in 

one year for every three they loaned, 

an interest rate of 33 l/3 %! 

Since there was a limited amount of 
gold in circulation, W soon 
“cornered” the market on gold and 
became the richest men in Babylon. 

Their descendants still are and are 
referred to in Revelation l&23: “For 

thy merchants were the great men of 

the earth; for by thy sorceries 

(pharmicia = drugs) were all nations 

deceived. ” People who are drugged 

(poisoned) with alcohol, nicotine, 

caffeine, medicine, sugar, chlorine, 

fluoride, TV, government, 

“education”, and “religion”, have 

short-circuited brains and simply 
cannot think logically. If you are hav- 

ing difficulty understanding this, 
hopefully you now understand WHY! 

I am sure we left out a thing or two 

which has poisoned you as a society. 

FRACTIONAL RESERVE 

BANKING 

Ah, rears the head of the deadly poison 

serpent. With virtually all of the gold 

in their possession, the goldsmiths 

could loan out their “warehouse 

receipts” for amounts totalling more 
than ten times the amount of gold 

actually in their vaults and charge 

interest (usury) on something which 

had cost them v&tually nothing (clay 
tablets were very cheap at the time for 

labor was so thrifty). 

When this debt money was created and 

circulated in the society, it caused a 

temporary increase in trade and the 

production of real wealth until the loan 

was repaid. However, when the 
money was created, the amount of the 

interest was NOT CREATED and the 

ultimate result was a net reduction of 

money in circulation, causing de- 

pression and foreclosure, unless, of 

course, more money was loaned into 

circulation. 

Thus was born “fractional reserve 

banking” and the system of usury 

which today rules the world. This is 

the lifeblood of the system identified in 
Revelation 18 as “MYSTERY, BABY- 

LON THE GREAT. ” 

THE BAAL PRIESTS 

Occasionally, the people holding these 

“gold certificates” would get wise to 

the fact that the goldsmith did not 

actually have enough gold on deposit 

with which to redeem his certificates. 

This would result in a “run on the 

bank” and his sudden demise, unless 

he had previously escaped with his 
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hoard of gold. 

Being shrewd, the goldsmiths rec- 

ognized this as an unhealthy situation. 

Therefore, after very little thought, 
they decided to bring the king in as a 

“partner”. After all, the king was 

always in need of gold to support his 

concubines and palace guard. Thus the 
king was only too happy to provide 

government sanction and protection for 

this racket in exchange for greatly dis- 

counted interest rates, even lower than 

the prime rate. But the shrewd 

goldsmiths thought that government 

protection might not be sufficient. 

After all, the police couldn’t protect 
them 24 hours a day. 

Since the king was also god in the 

combined state religion of Baalism, the 

AB’s decided that it would be safest 

for them to practice their black art 

under cover of religion. After all, 

there might be many who would revolt 

against slavery and risk imprisonment 

or death; what’s the difference? But 

few religionists, even though enslaved, 

will challenge “authority” and risk 
eternal torment by being “excommuni- 

cated”. Thus, many AB’s became 

BAAL Priests and practiced their 

banking scam in the temples with 

complete safety--even picking up as 

much as 10% tithing, free, for being 

there. 

Thus was joined the’ unholy Baby- 

lonian trinity of; Government, Re- 

ligion, and Banking (GRAB) which 

rules your world this day as a Great 

Mystery to the deceived “goyim”, 

especially Christians, who are their 

prime target. Great pains *and cares 

were also taken to REWRITE portions 

of the rule books for these goyim to fit 

with the Baa1 religion and keep the 

good little contributors happy and feel- 

ing “saved” at the same time. 

GOLD STANDARD 

The beginning and rise to world 
dominion of this Babylonian system is 

detailed in your own Book of Daniel. 

The gold standard was established by 

King Nebuchadnessar when he erected 
a monument of gold on the Plain of 

Dura and commanded that everyone 

bow down and worship it. This was 

about 500 BC when the Judaists from 

the southern Kingdom of Judah were 

in Babylon as captives of the good old 

Khazar by whatever name they used 

that particular year. Apparently, all 

but four of them complied with the 



King’s orders--Daniel, Shadrack, 
Meshak and Abednego. 

This is not too surprising, since those 

Khazar/Judaists had previously shown 

a strong proclivity for gold at the very 

foundation of their nation. While 

encamped at the foot of Mt. Sinai after 

being led out of Egyptian slavery, 

Moses went up on the mountain to 

receive the Law from God--and when 

he returned, the foolish masses were 

worshipping a golden calf-4 be it. 

Isn’t this fun? Dharma, we need a 

break and then we’ll move right on 

with Daniel’s vision so we pick up a 
bit of historical value. These are the 

connections which caused the Elite to 

separate Church and State, just in case 

anyone desired to check out either, or 
both. Salu. 

Hatonn to stand-by, please. 

SATURDAY 

Hatonn returned. Let us get right to 

work. 

DANIEL’S VISION 

By the way, chelas, you who might 

have forgotten--Daniel was the prophet 

who deserved the very most attention 

and so this is not just an exercise in 

games and fun--it is filled with timely 

and timing information regarding the 

Revelation and time of culmination of 

cycles. Even tampered with, there is 

incredible truth and warning of things 

to come through Daniel’s writings--for 

no one could really decipher them 

throughout the generations. 

Daniel was given a vision of the 

Babylonian succession of world 

powers. The vision was an image of a 

man with a head of representing 

Babylon itself, arms of silver 

representing Medo-Persia, body of 

brass, representing Greece, and legs of 
iron, prepresenting Rome. The feet 

were of mixed iron and clay. A stone 

“cut out without hands” was to come 

out of heaven and destroy this system 

by striking it in the feet, “at the time 

of the end” after it gained 

control of the world, therefore 

becoming 

I guess we are together so far? 

Archeological searches have un- 
covered, dear ones, much evidence of 

Babylon’s social and economic systems 

there in Iraq near Baghdad, which 

were very similar to yours today-- 
during the time that the Khazarian 

Elite ran the world. For instance, the 

Igibi Bank was found with thousands 

of clay tablet “notes” and “inter-est” 

(usury) (see important that Khazar 

history now becomes and we must get 

back more of it) bearing contracts, 

as their money. 

Babylon loaned much money at interest 

(usury) to Persia (Iran) which, of 

course, Persia could not repay. 
Therefore, Persia conquered Babylon 

to 

Persia adopted the Babylonian usury 

system and loaned Greece much money 

at interest (usury). Greece, of course, 

could not repay the debt and conquered 

Persia to 

Greece adopted the Babylonian usury 

system and loaned Rome much money 

at interest (usury). Rome of course, 

could not repay the debt and conquered 

Greece to 

After the fall of Imperial Rome, the 

various nations of Europe were kept in 

bondage and poverty by the AB’s for 

many centuries, known as the “Dark 

Ages”! Where do you think you might 

be headed, world? 

When the Babylonian civilization 

collapsed, 3% of the people owned all 

the wealth. When old Persia went 

down to destruction, 2% of the people 

owned all the wealth. When ancient 

Greece went down to ruin 0.5% of the 

people owned all the wealth. When 

the Roman Empire fell by the wayside, 

2,000 people owned the wealth of the 
civilized world.. . . It is said, dear 

ones, that at this time less than 2% of 

the people control 90% of the wealth 

of America. 

Now that you know some history (His 

Story) DO YOU DETECT A 

PATTERN IN THE AFFAIRS OF 

MEN AND NATIONS? Do you begin 

to understand that wars are created by 

AB’s, who Christ called 

and accused them of shedding all the 

innocent blood from the time Cain 

‘> 

killed Abel? Now you might 
understand why Christ was crucified 

only three days 

* 

FREEDOM? 

Was there ever a time when men were 

free of the usurers’ yoke of bondage? 
Yes, and it was a glorious period that 

lasted for nearly six centuries and 

provided nearly “utopian” conditions 

for the working people in England, 
and for shorter periods in the other Eu- 

ropean nations. This period is known 

as the Renaissance, but the reason for 

it is a carefully kept secret. Why? Be- 
cause the revelation of this knowledge 

would again result in the banishment 

of the AB’s and a flowering of debt- 

free freedom. 

In 1100 A.D. Henry I became King of 

England and found the treasury empty. 

The supply of gold and silver coin had 

mostly gone with the Crusaders to 

Palestine (oh woe is me) and a medium 

of exchange was urgently required. 

Rather than seeking loans from AB’s, 

Henry issued into circulation for 

payment of government debt, or as 

receipts for goods and services 

rendered, marked pieces of wood 

called 

These sticks varied in size from about 

four inches long up to some 8 l/2 feet 

long. The longest represented 50,000 

pounds. Notches were cut into the 

side, the width of the botch rep- 

resenting the value in pounds sterling, 

and the amount written on two sides. 

(A pound sterling was originally an 

actual pound of silver.) The sticks 

were then split and one-half paid into 

circulation, debt free. They were 

readily used by the people in trade, 

because they derived their value from 

the fact that they were receivable in 

payment of taxes. When the tally was 

presented for payment of taxes, it had 

to exactly match, that is with the 

half retained in the treasury, called a 
foil. Forgery was nearly impossible. 

Silver coins, continued to circulate 

also. 

Usury (interest), being strictly 

prohibited by Scripture, was also 

prohibited by both the Christian 

church and government. However, 

there were those who continued the 



evil practice until they were banished 

from England in 1290 A.D.--and 
would you care to guess where they 

went? That’s right! With an honest 

and convenient money system, an 

English working man could supply his 

family’s needs for a year by working 

only 14 weeks! This left a great deal 

of leisure time available for 
intellectual, religious and charitable 

pursuits. This is the reason that the 

incredible cathedrals of England and 

Europe were built completely with 
volunteer labor. Do you think that is 

amazing? What is really amazing is 

how this information, essential to your 

freedom, has so successfully kept 
concealed from you! 

This tally money system continued to 

operate in England until 1783, when it 
was abolished by statute. 

Nevertheless, tallies continued to be 

used in rural areas until 1826. 

BABYLON RESURRECTED 

The death knell of the tally system was 

sounded in 1694, when the King, 

William of Orange, granted a charter 

to William Paterson and his AB 

associates to establish the Bank of 

England as a fractional reserve central 

bank with monopoly power to issue 

bank notes at interest (usury). This 

date, 1694, is the most important date 

in American history, for the Bank of 

England has had a 

AMERICAN FREEDOM 

When the Pilgrims came to America, 

they did so with an abundance of faith 
and determination, but a dearth of 

knowledge concerning economics and 

human nature. They initially instituted 

a system of common ownership or 

“communism”. As a result, over half 

of them died of starvation and disease. 

Quickly learning their lesson, every 

man was alloted his own parcel of land 

on which to grow his own food and 

build his own home. 

With little money available, the 

primary means of exchange was barter. 

Gradually, some foreign coinage came 

into the colony and facilitated trade. 

However, as the economy of Mas- 

sachusetts quickly grew, due to its 

hardworking people, natural resources 

and free enterprise, the need for a 

medium of exchange became acute. 

Knowing about England’s tally system, 
Massachusetts issued debt-free paper 

scrip into circulation in 1690. Despite 

problems that developed with this 

invention, due to there being no stan- 
dard of value, the economy flourished 

with full employment. Other colonies 

adopted this system in varying degree 

and prospered also. 

During this period there was no 

official banking system. A few 

“Loaning Offices” were maintained by 

the Colonies, but less than thirty 

private lending institutions existed in 

all 13 colonies! Today, they are more 

numerous than churches, by far. 

REAL REASON FOR 

REVOLUTION 

There have been many reasons put 

for the American colonies 

separating from England, their mother 

country, and the most powerful nation 

on Earth. Most of these were listed, in 

generalities, by Thomas Jefferson in 

the Declaration of Independence. The 

first two of these read as follows: 

What were these “most wholesome and 

necessary ’ laws that were of 

“immediate and pressing importance”? 

Again, a knowledge of TRUE history 

is necessary to understanding. If 

you’ve guessed by now that the AB’s 

were involved, you are absolutely 

correct. The root of your War of 

Independence was the issuance of their 

own paper money by the colonies, 

beginning with 7000 pounds issued by 

Massachusetts in 1690, and culmi- 

nating with the issue of “Colonials” by 

the Continental Congress. 

In 1763, a century after The Bank of 

England was established, Benjamin 

Franklin was in England. He was 

asked to explain why the colonies were 

so prosperous while England was 

suffering. He replied: 
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The Bank of England soon learned of 

this situation and forced Parliament to 

pass a Bill prohibiting the Colonies 

from issuing their own money. 

Franklin said, 

Later, Franklin said that this was the 

original cause of the War of 

Independence. In his own words: 

Yes, the laws referred to by Jefferson 

were primarily ones to provide for 

relief of the economic chaos then 

existing because of The Bank of 
England’s usury money system that 

had been imposed on the Colonies. 

Rothschild supplied some of the fi- 

nancing for the War through his agent 

Haym Solomon who operated through 

Robert Morris. This may seem 

contradictory to the uninformed, but 

a 

Rothschild 
fortune began when Mayer Amschel 

Rothschild provided the* Hessian 

mercenaries for King George to kill 

American patriots. 

All of the loans that the Continental 

Congress obtained were insufficient to 

totally finance the war. Furthermore, 

under the Articles of Confederation, 

Congress had no authority to impose 

taxes or issue money. Nevertheless, 

since desperate situations require 
desperate measures to correct, 

Congress began to issue the debt-free 

money known as “Continentals”. 

Knowing, long before Lenin expressed 

it that, a 

the English proceeded to bring in 

shiploads of counterfeit Continentals 

which, combined with Congress’ 

inability to tax them out of circulation, 

caused them to depreciate to practically 

nothing by the end of the war. But 
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they had served their purpose and were 

Rather than 

being denigrated, they should be 

revered as much as your Declaration of 

Independence. 

SURRENm 

This now brings you to the post-war 

period which was already somewhat 

noted. Having fought and won a 
bloody war against overwhelming 

odds, the politicians then surrendered 

your hard-won freedom to the same 

cabal of AB’s who had brought on the 

war, by granting them a charter for the 
First Bank of the United States. You 

were free from their control for a mere 

15 years. The AB’s agent through 

whom your slavery was re-established, 

Alexander Hamilton, was an 

Englishman from the West Indies 

whose real name 

a 

DEFINE THE DOLLAR 

The Coinage Act of 1792 defined a 

“dollar” as 371.25 grains of .999 (tine) 

silver and 24.75 grains of pure bold, 

establishing a standard at a 

ratio of 15 parts of silver equal to one 

part of gold. 

The Mintage Act of 1837 again de- 

fined the dollar as 371.25 grains of 

fine silver but reduced the dollar of 

gold to 23.22 grams of pure gold, a 

new ratio of 16 parts silver equal to 

one part gold. 

In 1873, a “trade dollar” was es- 
tablished of 378 grains while a dollar 

in gold was retained at 23.22 grains, 

changing the ratio to 16.28 to one. 

But a defacto gold standard was 

established. 

In 1878 the Band-Allison Act restored 

the fine silver content of the dollar to 

371.25 grams and the silver/gold ratio 

of 16 to one. 

The Gold-Standard Act of 1900 placed 

you completely at the mercy of the 

AB’s who control the worlds gold. 

(They “fix” its price every day in 

London at the offices ‘of N.M. 

Rothschild and Sons.) While retaining 

silver as legal tender, it eliminated the 

bi-metallic standard which had 
precluded the AB’s from completely 

controlling your currency. 

KILLING OF THE BANK 

Now let us again look back at the War 

of 1812. After winning the war the 
U.S. was in bad economic condition. 

But Congress again turned your 

victory into defeat by chartering the 

Second Bank of the United States, 

which was virtually a clone of the First 

Bank of the United States and The 

Bank of England, set up on the 

Khazarian Elite rules of the Protocols 
as far back as Babylon. 

When Andrew Jackson became 
President in 1829, he declared war on 

the AB’s. He told them in scathing 

words, a 

He vetoed re- 
newing the Bank’s charter and in his 

message to Congress said: 

a 

a 

Jackson removed U.S. funds from the 

Second Bank of the U.S. and placed 

them in state banks. He also 
eliminated the national debt. It is a 

sheer miracle that he was not 

assassinated. An attempt to kill him 

was made on Jan. 30, 1835, by one 

Richard Lawrence with two pistols. 

misfired. How quaint! But, 

Lawrence was and 

after he was traced back into 

the inner circle of the AB’s. He got 

off by pleading insanity. However, he 

later boasted of his contact with Euro- 

pean bankers who had promised to 

protect him if he were caught. 

The AB’s continued their nefarious 

efforts to establish another central bank 

without success. Nevertheless, they 

were able to create confusion and 

I> 

chaos in your money system through 
the state-chartered banks. However, 

they despaired of again establishing a 

central bank through which they could 

control the entire U.S.--until they 

could find a way to cause it to appear 

as something other than a central bank. 

CIVIL WAR PLOT 

This is how the plot was hatched to 

conquer by dividing the U.S. into two 

nations. The AB’s decided to instigate 

a war between the North and the South 

over the slavery issue. The London 

branch of the Rothschilds financed the 

North (in part) through their agent, 
August Belmont (Schoenberg) and the 

Paris branch financed the South 

through their agents, Judah P. 

Benjamin and John Slidell. Have you 
heard these names before? I most 

certainly do hope so, chelas, lest we 

have wasted hours and hours for 

naught. 

However, the AB’s, thinking that they 

had Lincoln at their mercy, 

overstepped themselves. When the 

Union requested loans from the private 

banks to conduct the war, the AB’s de- 

manded 28% interest. This angered 

Lincoln and he proceeded to have 

Congress authorize, in three issues, a 

total of $450,000,000 worth of U.S. 

Notes, called “Lincoln greenbacks”, 

which were paid directly for goods and 
services required for the war. These 

issues of debt-free money not only 

saved the Union but would have 

destroyed the power of the AB’s. The 

an AB’s paper, 

editorialized: 

a 

go 

Lincoln said of the AB’s: 



In July 1862, the infamous Hazard 

circular was circulated among 
American bankers London 

AB’s: 

a 

a 

I honestly do not see how you as a 

nation are not in the retching stage of 

pure sickness and vomiting at this very 

minute. What does it require to make 

you look at this beast? It has eaten 

you all the way up to your necks. 

SO LET’S EXPAND 

SLAVERY 

Salmon P. Chase, Secretary of the 

Treasury, and Congress succumbed to 

the pressure of the AB’s--it never 

seems to fail. The National Bank Act 

of 1863 was the result. The AB’s 

again gained the power to create your 

money as debt, but not exclusively so 

at that time. 

Later, Chase repented of his action, 

saying: 

a 

a 

In a letter to the London branch of the 

Rothschild AB’s, Congressman John 

Sherman of Ohio said: 

[Well, so much for that, eh? That 

is exactly they thought and 

think of you-the-people!] 

In 1872, Horace Greely said about the 

National Bank Act: 

a 

a 

a 

In order to protect their money 

monopoly and prevent the expansion 

of the honest, debt-free money system 

instituted by Lincoln, he had to be 

eliminated. And so he was. 
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They can be identi- 

fied by their promotion of the AB’s 
deceptive religious philosophy: 

This subject will 

be covered in future writings for once 

again the heinous has usurped the per- 

fection in intent to defraud, distract 

and deceive you. Do you EVER won- 

der WHY GOD SHOULD WANT TO 

SAVE YOUR ASSETS? SO BE IT. 

RIGHT ON AND FAR-OUT 

Bismark, Chancellor of Germany, 

made the following statement re- 
garding the death of Lincoln: 

a 

MOVING ON UP INTO 

fl187O’s 

With their increased power, the AB’s 

managed to implement their ancient 

scheme of establishing a “gold 

standard” in the U.S., as well as in 

several European nations at ‘about the 

same time. This was accomplished by 

bribing Congress to pass the Coinage 

Act of 1873 which became known as 

“The Crime of ‘73”. This Act, while 

providing for the mintage of a new sil- 

ver “trade dollar” of 420 grains of 

standard silver, was only made “legal 

tender” for payments not greater than 

five dollars, thus effectively 

demonetizing silver and destroying the 

Constitutional bi-metallic standard. 

The ensuing monetary crisis forced 

Congress to pass the Band-Allison 

Silver Act of ,l878 over the veto of 

President Hayes. This act re-mon- 

etized the dollar of 412.5 grains of 

standard (.90) silver by repealing its 

legal tender limitation of five dollars. 

The mint was ordered to coin between 

two million and four million dollars 

per month and to exchange them for 



silver certificates on demand. The 

infusion of this debt-free money into 

circulation caused the economy to 

flourish. 

AH, BUT A CROSS 

OF GOLD 

The AB’s could not tolerate this 
situation since it reduced the demand 

for their bank credit and enabled the 

people to pay the otherwise ,unpayable 

interest on their 

AB’s inaugurated a propaganda cam- 

paign promoting the “gold standard” 

during the rest of the century, cul- 

minating in the heated Presidential 

campaigns between McKinley and 

Bryan in 1896 and 1900. Bryan, who 

made the famous statement, “You 

a 
lost both elections due 

to the frantic efforts of the AB’s--and 

so has it continued to be. 

GOLDEN RULE 

The Gold Standard Act of 1900 was 

passed by Congress on March 14, 

stating: “That the dollar consisting of 

twenty-five and eight-tenths grains of 

gold nine-tenths fine.. .shall be the 

standard unit of value.” Thus was 

enshrined the AB’s “Golden Rule”, 

THE “MASTER PLAN” OF THE 

AB’s FOR ESTABLISHING THEIR 

RULE OVER THE WORLD 

CONTAINS THIS STATEMENT: 

[And 

so you can see WHY it can’t work 

and WHY you have no gold in re- 

serve in Ft. Knox or elsewhere-- 

the Khazar Elite AB’s have re- 

moved it from your nation and 

into their banks in foreign lands.] 

The MASTER-PLAN will get more 

attention but I want to continue with 

the Central Bank PLOT. 

THE PLOT 

With the Gold Standard firmly in 

place, the AB’s took aim on their 
greatest prize: a Central Bank. In 

order to generate popular support for 

banking reform, the AB’s created the 

panic of 1907. Congressman Charles 
Lindbergh, Sr. said, 

1907 
a 

The National Monetary Commission 

was established by Congress following 

the Panic of 1907 for the purpose of 

finding the faults in our economy and 

proposing corrective legislation. Sena- 

tor Nelson Aldrich was named as 

chairman, thus assigning the fox to 

guard the hen house. After two years 

of high living in Europe at taxpayers’ 

expense, “studying ” the European 

banking system, the commissioners 
returned to the U.S. 

Another memb& of this commission 

was Jacob Schiff of Kuhn-Loeb and 

Co. who had helped to finance the 

bloody Bolshevik Revolution in Russia 

to the tune of over $20,000,000 in 

days when that, dear ones, was a LOT 

of cash. Schiff was born in the house 

which his family shared with the 

Rothschilds in Frankfurt, Germany. 

Now aren’t you sorry you didn’t pay 

better attention to history? 

Immediately after the commission 

returned from Europe, Aldrich called a 

secret meeting of Rothschild agents. 

Those men met on November 22, 1910 

at the Hoboken, N.J. railway station 

and boarded Aldrich’s private parlor 

car with shades drawn. Their des- 

tination? The private hunting club of 

J.P. Morgan and associates at Jekyll 

Island, Ga. Their mission? To draft 

the document that would undermine 

the Constitution of the U.S. and enable 

the AB’s to become the absolute 

masters of America. Yes, by golly--I 

certainly have told you all this before-- 

why didn’t you remember it? 

The chief architect of this plan was 

Paul Warburg of Kuhn-Loeb and Co. 

who was sent from Frankfurt, 

Germany to accomplish this task, as a 
Rothschild agent. His salary was 

$500,000 per year and that, too, was a 

whole bunch in those “good 01’ days”! 

GREATEST CRIME 

The Federal Reserve Act has been well 

covered in our Journals and elsewhere 

so we won’t bury you in more tiny 

detail. The Act has been amended 

more than 200 times. It suffices to say 

that Congress had NO AUTHORITY 

WHATSOEVER TO TURN ITS 

POWER TO ISSUE YOUR MONEY 

OVER TO A PRIVATE CORPO- 

RATION. ESPECIALLY ONE 

WHOSE ’ CLASS-A STOCK IS 

OWNED 

m. Those aren’t space aliens, dear 

ones. Nevertheless, they did so, with 
large majorities of those voting in both 
houses violating their oaths of office-- 

JUST AS TODAY! 

The Federal Reserve was established 

by the Owen-Glass Bill when it was 

passed by the Senate (43 to 25) on 

December 22, 1913 and the House of 

Representatives (209 to 60) [do you 

suppose they were trying to go home 

for the holidays?] on December 23, 

1913. It was IMMEDIATELY signed 
into Law by President Woodrow Wil- 

son. It has since been called The Fed- 

eral Reserve Act and the private 

central bank which it established is 

called, simply, “The Fed”. When the 

bill passed, Congressman Charles 

Lindbergh, Sr. said: 

, 

The lengths to which the AB’s went to 

insure passage of their Treason Act 

knew no bounds. For instance, to 

insure that their agent Woodrow 

Wilson would become President, they 

financed Teddy Roosevelt and his 

“Bull Moose” Party to split the 

Republican Party and defeat Taft. 

Twenty years later, Congressman 

McFadden said, 

Let us have a rest and then, yes, I AM! 

I am going to tell you AGAIN 



ABOUT MCFADDEN AND HIS 
SPEECH--I WISH I COULD 

REQUIRE YOU ALL TO COMMIT 
IT TO MEMORY!! 

Hatonn to clear, please. 

SUNDAY 

MOTHER’S DAY 

Hatonn present in Lighted service. 

Ah, might I share that which just went 

through Dharma’s mind? She ponders 

for she faces the following--for the 

fourth year in a row--no celebration- 

just a keyboard and old Hatonn. Then 

she sighed and thought; I haven’t been 

such a good Mother for I neglect my 

children in accepted categories of 
shopping and tending and here is an- 

other Holiday in which I appreciate 

them more for allowing me to do my 

work without guilt of being ungracious 
to visitors. Ah, but chela, the next 

was that which is honorable--she 

thought, “I am so humbly grateful that 

nine beings would choose me for a 
mother and step-mother and THAT 

must be what Mother’s Day should be 

about. ” A child should honor the 

parents, if they must--on their own 

birthdays for the gift of birth--and the 

parents should thank the children on 

Mother’s and Father’s Days for the 

blessings of “choice”. So be it. And 

for you who feel your (our) work is 

going wanting--at this weekend 

meeting (Ed. Note: A grand UFO 

convention in Los Angeles, California) 

there will be more response to our 

portion than all others placed together- 

-moreover, the word is flowing out 

faster than the sign-up for books can 
be written. 

The WORLD is your child, Mothers 

and Fathers--and as you come into 

balance, so shall the child and as the 

child comes into balance--oh precious 

ones, so shall the grandchildren! Last 

year and the year before, I brought 
much pain when I asked, “Have you 

been a responsible Mother?” Then I 

asked ones to check the criteria under 

which they responded. The guilt 
flowed like syrup and the whole 

response was so sticky that we lost a 

lot of readers. WHATEVER YOU 

DID AND DO WAS THE BEST YOU 

COULD AT THE TIME--YOU 

COULD NOT KNOW OTHERWISE 

AS TO FUNCTION FOR YOU 

WERE BEING TAUGHT ALL 
THINGS AGAINST THE LAWS OF 

GOD AS PROPER FUNCTION. NO, 
you did as you did--no more and no 

less--so let us see that which is wrong, 

rise above the guilt trip and pun- 

ishment for that which was or “might 
have been --if--“. It only WAS. Let 

us all come into understanding now so 

that we can bring about the oneness of 

God that this journey may have been 

served in goodness. ‘Tis far better to 

serve food and nurturing in Truth unto 

the masses of starving children than to 

feed one tiny hungry child and leave 

the others to starve--for it, too, shall 

only finally be left to the starvation if 

you must depart from it. Man may 

ex&t by bread alone--he cannot LIVE 
by bread alone. We must correct the 

errors in judgments which have 
allowed a world to flounder and then 

fall into despair, by seeing the errors 

and the cause of the disease--then we 

can bring it again into wholeness. 

Dharma, as a “mother”, ye are 

honored this day, child--indeed, indeed 

and one day the world shall know the 

truth of it. We shall give you the 

“Secretary of the Week” award for we 

are giving unto the world a different 

drumbeat to which to march and it 

shall pull thine own from out of the 

darkness as well. So be it for ‘tis 
surely so--THE HAND THAT 

ROCKS THE CRADLE, SHALL 

RULE THE WORLD. IT IS SO SAD 

THAT SO MANY CRADLE-ROCK- 

ERS TAUGHT THAT WORLDLY 

GAIN AND POWER WOULD 

SOLVE MAN’S PROBLEMS. MO- 

THER LOVE HAS CAREFULLY 
BEEN EXCISED AS SURELY AS 

WITH A SURGEON’S SCALPEL, 

AND SLOPPILY AT THAT, SO 

THAT THE VERY MOTHER 
BLEEDS TO DEATH. OPPORTU- 

NITY TO SERVE GALLANTLY IS 

KNOCKING UPON OUR DOORS-- 

PLEASE, MAY WE ANSWER IN 

ACTION AND HONOR FOR TO- 

DAY COMES THE OPPORTUNITY 

TO MAKE A “GREAT CHANGE 

ABOUT”. DO YOU “MOTHERS” 

NOT UNDERSTAND THAT yoU 

ARE THE MOTHERS OF GOD? 

PONDER IT CAREFULLY. 

BACK TO MCFADDEN 

Can you wondrous masses of Man win 

the war? Of course, for think upon it 

for a bit. The Anti-God/Christ 

Banksters (AB’s) have cast God out of 

all operations. They are not any ONE 

group or race or nationality--even 
though they be headed by an original 

“group”--they were motley then and 
they are motley now. SO, HE WHO 

COMES INTO TRUTH WHICH IS 

GOD--COMES INTO THE UNION 

WITH GOD. NOW COME, 
CHELAS--IF GOD IS ALLOWED TO 

STAND AGAINST THE BEAST-- 

WHO WINS? EVEN THE BEAST 

KNOWS HE IS BEATEN AND THE 
POINT IS TO KEEP YOU ONES 

FROM FINDING OUT AS MT 

The seventh seal was opened and read 

in Revelation. The adversary wiped it 

from the WORD so you would not 

know and would follow his lies. 

Congressman McFadden, as chairman 
of the House Banking and Currency 

Committee for over ten yeats, was the 

foremost Congressional authority on 

the Fed and fearlessly exposed their 

criminal activities. But his efforts to 

destroy the Fed could not overcome 

the power of the AB’s. However, his 

warnings are even more pertinent and 

important today than when he spoke in 

the 1930’s. Speaking to Congress he 

said: 

and 

and 
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After McFadden was disposed of--for 

he HAD TO BE DISPOSED OF--the 

AB’s continued their program of mass 

murder by instigating World War II, 

Korea and Viet Nam, bleeding 

America both literally and financially. 

Hundreds of books have been written 

by expert authorities detailing the 

treasonous activities of AI3 agents in 

the White House and Congress. Vir- 

tually all of these books have been 

suppressed. Occasionally, by miracle 

or accident, a true expose’ will reach 

your library shelves, only to be 

quickly removed. So be it--we shall 

simply keep placing them there--from 

now on in it will get harder and harder 

to silence Truth for God is sending the 

Truth. And God gives honor without 

limit unto those brave pioneers who 

have set the stage to allow for the 

WORD TO GO FORTH! I can’t even 

begin to honor them all properly but 

we shall do so as soon as we get the 

information unto you for at some point 

you must start “action” with intent and 

stop searching for one more piece of 

confirmation. You have it, you 

KNOW it; so let us haul assets and get 
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the darkness out of the temples. I 

don’t care what “religious creed” you 

claim or the color of your skin--are 

you a creation called “human” or not? 

If you are, you are in trouble and it is 

to YOU I speak, for God has no fa- 

vorites--that recognition is a conjured 

up thing of evil and the Elite Anti-God 

Banksters--the epitome of the god of 
evil who dwells only in the things and 

functions of the “physical mani- 

festation” . 

Virtually all of the books concerning 

the Truth have been suppressed and the 

authors destroyed. Is Dharma 

different? Golly no, I just told you 
that she is the top of the list for 

“REMOVAL”. BUT--SHE WRITES 

FOR GOD AND THEY KNOW IT 

AND BELIEVE ME, THEY ARE 
NOT SO BRAVE WHEN IT COMES 

TO DIRECT CONFRONTATION 

WITH GOD FOR THEY ALWAYS 

LOSE THE ROUND. IT IS A 
STUPID AND IGNORANT HUMAN 

WHO EVEN “TRIES”. THERE ARE 

SEVERAL VERY BRAVE AND 

GALLANT ONES IN OUR PRO- 

TECTION ACCORDING TO THEIR 

WISHES--THOSE WHO BELIEVE 

THEMSELVES TO BE TOO GREAT 

TO NEED PROTECTION ARE 
SIMPLY CORRUPTED OR TAKEN 

OUT--BEING RENDERED USELESS 

UNTO TRUTH IN EITHER EVENT. 

IS DHARMA SOMEHOW 
SUPERHUMAN? IS COL. JAMES 

GRITZ SUPERHUMAN? NO, 

THEY ASK FOR GOD’S 

PROTECTION SO THEY CAN 
FINISH THEIR JOBS AND THEN 

GO HOME WHILE THEY ALSO 

ACCEPT THAT WHICH GOD 

SHALL CONSIDER TO BE THEIR 
“HOME”. 

Well, how can God take a Man who 

was a pattern for the killing machine of 
a Rambo? 

I have written so much detail about 

this subject that I make no attempt to 

elaborate on the matter. I am efforting 

to bring it into some type of 

“summary” whereby you can look at it 

more conveniently without interruption 

and as a “refresher” to the ones who 

have been following along constantly. 



WE know that it is all but impossible 

to live and make it through the equiv- 

alent of 35 books of over 200 pages 

each and all the Expresses as well as 
gain any confirmation from other 

suggested information. So you who 

think repetition is unnecessary, please 

KNOW THAT IT IS! 

It is important to you new watchers, 

for instance, to know right off of 

involvements--such as how the AB’s 

set the stage and orchestrated wars-- 

i.e., World War II. The roots of the 

war go back to the end of World War I 

and the Versaille “Peace” Treaty. And 

you “old” readers need the refresher 
for you have been bombed with 

information and you MUST hear and 

see it again. 

THE AB’s DESTROY 
GERMANY 

One of the most favored examples of 
“fiat” money or “printing press 
inflation” which the “gold bugs” or 

“sound money ” advocates use to 

condemn 

the inflation of the German mark after 

WW-I. They do so as either ignorant 

dupes or deceiving agents of the AB’s. 

The true story of this crime against the 

German people has been beautifully 

detailed elsewhere so I shall skim over 

it quickly. 

The World War ended in 1918. As of 

March 31, 1919, just before the 

“Peace” Conference was called and the 

Versailles Treaty signed, the price 

levels of Germany were only 117 % 

higher than they were before the 

World War began. This was a smaller 
price rise than had actually taken place 

in the United States. The public debt 

of Germany from the beginning of the 

World War until March 31, 1919, had 

increased one hundred thirty billion 

Marks. In terms of dollars that would 

be, roughly, thirty billion dollars. The 

United States had increased its own 

public debt to a similar amount. 

The German financial structure was 

not in any condition whatever to 

warrant the destruction of the 

currency, if that had not been the 

planned intention of the international 

money-lenders. 

Under the terms of the Versailles 

Treaty, practically all of Germany’s 

gold was taken away from her, 
together with 75% of her iron ore 

deposits and mines. All of her 
colonies were taken away and about 

25% of her other physical property. 

The terms of this Treaty were dia- 

bolical. They were directed to destroy 

the real German people. From the 

time of the signing of the Treaty in 

June 1919 until the beginning of 1922, 

the international money powers who 

were in control of the Reichsbank and 
the German Government were 

manipulating to gain control of actual 

physical property in Germany. They 
went so far as to get the banking laws 

of Germany drastically changed, so 

that they could borrow unlimited 

amounts from the Reichsbank and 

purchase physical property with the 

knowledge that the loans could later be 

repaid with worthless currency. 

To give one some idea of the volume 

of currency that was turned out in 

Germany, one has only to note what 

happened to the price levels. 
Remember that during the war the 

German price levels had not increased 

as much as they had in the United 

States. In 1920 the price level in 
Germany increased 1500% over the 

pre-war level; in 1921 it reached 

3500% over the pre-war level, and by 

October 23rd, when the currency 

became worthless, it was 709 BIL- 

LION PERCENT over the pre-war 

level. In other words, predatory 

internationalists had printed private 

marks and forced them into the money 

stream with the avowed purpose of de- 

stroying the money of 

Germany. That meant the destruction 

of all insurance policies and mortgages 

owned by the real German people. 

The international bankers had prepared 
themselves. They had obtained control 

of the physical properties and could 

later pay loans, many of which had 

been manipulated through the privately 

owned Reichsbank, with worthless 

money. 

The inflation in Germany was mis- 

named. It was not a German inflation. 

It was a private money issue inflation, 

perpetrated by international schemers. 

The inflation was not a government 

money inflation. It was an inflation of 

private Reichsbank notes. The officers 

of the 

If you are wondering why the Germans 

accepted such devastating terms, it 

might have had something to do with 

the fact that, among the dozens of 

AB’s agents at the conference, Paul 

Warburg (one of the biggest bankers in 

your own nation), Vice-Chairman of 

the Federal ,Reserve, was advising the 

American delegation, while his 

brother, Max Warburg, who had been 

chief of the German secret service, sat 

across the table advising the German 

delegation. 

The Gemians, not being exactly 

stupid, knew to whom they had sold 

their homes, farms and business for 

what quickly became bags of worthless 

Marks. Consequently, when the little 
corporal appeared pointing a finger in 

the right direction, he became quite 

popular (for they recognized the ones 

now labeled, by themselves, self-styled 
“JEWS “; NOT JUDEANS-SELF- 

MADE, SELF-STYLED “JEWS”. 

AK BUT THE SELF-STYLED 

ELITE MADE THE 

HOSTILITY CAME AGAINST THE 

INNOCENT JUDEANS OF JUDEAN 

HERITAGE. AND WORSE, THEY 

STILL THRUST THE LIE UPON 

YOU AND YOU 

Seeking to control Hitler, he AB’s 

initially financed his rise to power. 
However, after achieving power Hitler 

doubled-crossed the AB’s and 

instituted a debt-free money system. 

This enabled Germany to go from 

being an impoverished nation to 

becoming the most powerful military 

nation on Earth in less than five years. 

Hitler had to be destroyed. And so he 

was. But in order to do so, it was 

necessary to involve the U.S. in the 

war before the Nazis (National Social- 

ists) in Germany could destroy the 
Communists (International Socialists) 

in Russia. If your leaders had been 

acting in your best interests you would 

have let the socialists destroy each 

other and then picked up the pieces. 

Most Americans now know or suspect 

that the Japanese were instigated into 

attacking you at Pearl Harbor, but do 



nothing. You KNOW by now that the 

Japanese responded to Roosevelt’s 

“back door” method of involving you 

in the war, which most Americans op- 

posed. As planned, Russia was the 

real victor of WW-II. England 
supposedly declared war on Germany 

because of Hitler’s invasion of Poland. 

But Roosevelt and Churchill 
treasonously connived with Stalin to 

turn, not only Poland, but all of the 

Eastern Europe as well as east 

Germany over to communist Russia. 

Lest the uninformed reader take of- 

fense at the charges repeated here 

against F.D.R., perhaps two state- 

ments of his own will create some 

enlightenment. In a personal 

communique to Stalin of Feb. 6, 1945, 

FDR said: 

I) AND THEN WE AL- 

LOW CREDIT FOR HE SUMMED 

IT UP: 

You and these captive nations have 

paid dearly ever since in ever 

increasing amounts. The only dif- 

ference in them and you in America is 

that, for the most part, you do not yet 

realize that you, too, are a captive 

nation. However, this realization is 

happening, and suddenly with the next 

AB’s harvest, which will make the 

Great Depression appear to have been 

a Sunday School picnic by any 

comparison. It has begun and what 

have you done about it? 

Have you brought any sums into any 

measure of shelter? We have made 

suggestions according to your requests 

and yet you look at the stock-market 

every day and revert to thinking all is 

fine and filled with good-news. How 

can it be? Because they are giving you 

exactly the opposite of that which is 

expected--rising or at the least, 

hovering stock prices and low gold 

(relatively for this sequence) prices. 

We care not about the price of gold but 

the relative value of gold--if an ounce 

of gold at $400 buys a suit of clothes, 

then in depression an ounce of gold at 

$35 will buy a suit of clothes. You 

must rise above the expectation of 

reaping great “quantity” of “dollars” in 

bad times--for the dollar is intended to 

be “gone”, “gone”, “gone”. The gold 

backing has long, long since been 

removed from your reserves and taken 

to Europe in the accounts of the AB’s-- 

LONG AGO. All you have with 
which to work is that which can be 

obtained as buffering through reliable 

resources--which obviously, is limited. 

Further, the intent is to bring down 
regulations by which the remaining 

“stores of you-the-people will be con- 

fiscated” just as was done before. 

Hard times? Bad news? Yes--but do 

you think it better to just let the bricks 

hit you? Forget it--for the bricks 

might just not KILL you and you will 

be at greater disadvantage to get 
through this time totally crippled. 

THE AB’s THROUGH THE POLICE 

FORCE OF THE NEW “ONE 

WORLD GOVERNMENT” HEADED 
BY THE SOVIET UNION (AND 

THE SOVIET POLICE ARE 

MAKING THE ROUNDS OF THE 

U.S. CITIES RIGHT NOW, IN 
PREPARATION) INTEND TO TAKE 

IT ALL AND ENSLAVE YOU. I 

KNOW OF NO WAY TO STRESS IT 

FIRMLY ENOUGH--IT IS ALL BUT 
DONE! What would I do? I would 

take my assets and run, RUN, to the 

Phoenix Institute, as example, and get 

that reserve funding you think you 

have safely tubed away against the 

rain and get it working against the col- 

lateral of gold--the last thing they will 

do is confiscate their own collateral-- 

but they will do that also--but, you 

will have some projects in building 

which CAN give you some foundation 

for continuation. Will the AB’s finally 

get that too? It depends solely upon 

that which you-the-people do. 

long will you be able to utilize this 

method of investment? Until “they” 

realize it--except that they are getting 

their blood also and until source runs 

out--they are happy to have you work 

“with” them, within their own laws. 

GOD FULLY INTENDS TO 

UTILIZE THEIR OWN CHAINS 

WITH WHICH TO BIND THEM! 

HOLD IT IN YOUR HEARTS! 

ARROGANCE OF POWER 

The power of the AB’s is now so great 
and their control so complete that they 

regularly expose themselves and their 

plans to a deluded and befuddled 

public. through 

their publishing and entertainment 

empires in New York and Hollywood. 

One such example is 

Taylor Caldwell, a well- 
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informed, patriotic Christian author. 

This story is a thinly-veiled account of 

the Kennedy clan but deals with the 

real power behind the public puppets. 

The AB’s were so impressed with this 
excellent, fictionalized revelation of 

their power that they made a major TV 

mini-series out of it. Ah, ‘twill be the 

EGO which rings the curtain down. 

The AB’s derive a great deal of 

pleasure from slapping you in the face 

with the truth, KNOWING THAT 

YOUR IGNORANCE, GULLIBILITY 

AND PENCHANT FOR DENIAL 

WILL PREVENT YOU FROM 

SEEING THE TRUTH. Their 

thought-control over the minds of 

Americans via the media is now so 

great that you respond to their “crisis 

management” like a pack of Pavlov’s 
dogs salivating at the sound of a bell. 

Regularly, you are tested to check the 

status of their work, i.e. a nice little 

Gulf War where YOU are the 
aggressor and still, you wave your 

yellow ribbons, go absolutely mad 

while the blood drips from your hands- 

-and proclaim GOD IS WITH YOU! 

YOU ARE IN THE SERVICE OF 

THE ANTI-CHRIST/GOD AND 

YOU WORSHIP IT IN MASS 

HYSTERIA AT THE FEET OF THE 

PUPPETS MURDERING YOU AND 

YOUR BELOVED NA- 

TION/WORLD . 

Let us look at a bit of Taylor 

Caldwell’s writing: 

” 



WHO OWNS THE FED? 

The AB’s did everything possible to 
conceal their identities as owners of 
the Fed, primarily through the use of 
interlocking directorates. One man, 
Eustace Mullins, who had been victim- 

ized by “the system”, undertook the 

selfless task of researching the entire 

subject. Mullins is a man to whom I 

give great, great honor and done 

so since the begirming of our writing. 

He has given his life to the intent of 

informing you-the-people at total risk 

to self. He is under our protection 

also--for HE HAS ASKED OF GOD 

TO ALLOW HIM TO REMAIN IN 

SERVICE. WE HAVE LITERALLY 

BLINDED THE EYES OF THE FBI 

AGENTS FOLLOWING HIM TO 

ALLOW HIM TO PASS AN 

INTERSECTION WHERE HE 
WOULD HAVE BEEN ASSAS- 

SINATED. WILL GOD TEND OF 

;;;;H INDEED, IF YE ASK IN 

OF INTENT AND 
PURPOSE. THESE ONES WHO 
“SERVE” DO NOT CONSIDER 
THEMSELVES TO BE “GODLY” 

NOR “RELIGIOUS”--THEY STAND 

FOR TRUTH AND NATION 

UNDER GOD. 

If you want further confirmation after 

reading the Journal dealing with the 

subject, get SECRETS OF THE 

FEDERAL RESERVE by Eustace 

Mullins (if you can find it). Because it 

is removed over and over again from 

the shelves, I personally utilized other 

authors (who had utilized Mullin’s 

work so that you could have 

confirmation of that which I bring 

you). I honor the authors for I have 

no intent of giving you anything which 

is “NEW”--EVIL WAS THE FIRST 

ONTO YOUR PLANET AND 

THEREIN WAS TRUTH FIRST 

SENT FORTH CHANGED INTO 

THE LIE. MY “BATTLE” IS 

AGAINST THE FORCES OF EVIL 

FOR I COME AS A HOST OF GOD 
OF LIGHT--YOU GET YOUR OWN 

CONFIRMATION, IF NECESSARY 

ABOUT THE FACT THAT I KNOW 

MY ENEMY AND YOU HAD BEST 

GET ACOUAINTED WITH HIM, 

TOO--FOR YOU ARE THE PAWNS 

IN THE GAME. 

The major owners of the Fed are given 

in several places but let us just 

consider the top ten families (inclusive 

unto day): 

These families are 

closely associated with one another 

through banking and marriage, but all 

are dominated by or are agents for the 
Rothschilds. Likewise, the Federal 

Reserve Bank of New York dominates 

and has controlling influence over 

THE ULTIMATE GOAL 

With the wealth of the world in their 
hands, what more, could the Ab’s 

possibly want? Not surprisingly, they 

want nothing less than a world 

dictatorship, which is frequently 
referred to as a 

The drive to such a goal is a common 

theme in fiction and history and its 

realization is prophesied in Scripture. 

Detailed plans to actually bring this 

about have come to light in the past 

two centuries. Most of these have 

been ignored as fanciful fairytales or 

the ravings of lunatics. Dharma’s 

“work” has been, referred to by one 

Bob Girard of Arcturas Press as the 

“ravings of an insane mind! ” Now just 

guess who your REAL FRIENDS 

ARE! Deception after deception has 

been fed into your path to distract you 

into mysticism of the “New Age”, 

corruption of your evangelical 

community and voted-in acceptance of 

evil as it is entrenched into and within 

the teaching from your pulpits of your 

great “churches”, MOST ESPE- 

CIALLY THOSE WHO CALL 
THEMSELVES ‘CHRISTIAN n 

CHURCHES. NOTHING OF YOUR 

SOCIETY HAS BEEN LEFT 

UNTAMPERED WHILE THEY 

LAID THE TRAP FOR YOU--ES- 

I have written at length on the IL- 

LUMINATI which was founded on 

MAY 1, 1776 (feel faint yet?). The 

plans of the Illuminati were too well 
detailed and their activities too well 

traced to be a figment of the 

imagination--look on your Fed notes. 

dollar bills, etc. The pyramid with the 

eye atop it IS THE VERY SYMBOL 

OF THE ILLUMINATI (ANTI- 

GOD). NOW, PAY AlTENTION-- 

SINCE THE FIRST PRIORITY OF A 

CONSPIRACY IS TO KEEP ITSELF 

SECRET, THEY WERE FORCED 
UNDERGROUND AND HAVE OP- 

ERATED UNDER DIFFERENT 

NAMES EVER SINCE. 

Nevertheless, you can know them by 

their fruits. In 1848 Karl Marx 

published “The Communist Manifesto” 

under contract to “The League of the 
Just” which put forth a basic, ten-plank 

program to ” 
A 

comparison of his program with that 

which exists as law in America today 

reveals that you are now over 90% 

Marxist and the overwhelming 

majority of Americans are blind-but- 

practicing Communists (socialists)! 

“Nonsense”, you say? Then take the 

test for yourself--again: The Marxist 

platform is summarized herein along 
with your Bill of Rights and the Ten 

Commandments. 

We will 
insert it in the ending of this dis- 

sertation. (See next 

Dharma, allow us a break. May God 

in His infinite mercy allow Man to be 

given into SEEING. 

Hatorm, to stand by. Blessings, 

chelas, upon you of my most precious 

people. I salute you for that which 

you do for your brethren. You all 

work hard and long with seemingly 

small reward other than that which is 

most difficult--discounting, 

discrediting and destructive. Yea, but 

it has ever been so with the servants of 

God--it shall not happen again as it has 

in the past, hold it in your he&s! The 

Day of Radiance is at hand! And, I 

come with the King of Truth--who 

shall bring ye home. I am most 

humbly grateful to be allowed service 

with you at this wondrous time--it is 

the most wondrous time of allowed 

manifestation of physical form upon a 

Universal planet. Thank you for your 

hands that we might together, serve. 

God is ABUNDANCE and so shall be 

given into that which we need to 

perfect our work. So be it. ‘I 

I am but thine brother, Gyeorgos. 

*&****a* 
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